Abstract. Choosing input variable and networks architecture are key processes for modeling short term incidence rate forecast by artificial neural networks, in this paper a method based on rough set theory is proposed to deal with them. In the proposed approach, the key factors that affect the incidence rate forecasting are firstly identified by rough set theory and then the input variables of forecast model can be determined. On the basis of the process mentioned above a set of influence rules can been obtained through reductive mining process of attributes and attribute values, then a neural networks of incidence rate forecast model is established on the rule set and BP-algorithm is adopt to optimize the networks. The method indicates that incidence rate forecast model can be established according some theoretical principles and avoiding blindness. A practical application is given at last to demonstrate the usefulness of the novel method.
Introduction
BP neural network and fuzzy neural network are the common tools for disease's incidence rate nonlinear prediction model and prediction model based on various influence factors [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . At present, incidence rate prediction model based on BP neural network or fuzzy neural network (such as the basic problems of selecting input variables and determining the network structure for the model) are all lack of effective theory methods, and are basically determined by the experience and the repeated test.
The fuzzy set theory is a kind of new mathematics theory and method for researching the uncertainty and vague problems, and is one of the important ways for finding the useful information and obtaining knowledge in data mining area, and successful applied in many areas. For the problem of establishing incidence rate neural network prediction model, we try using rough sets theory to choose the input variables and determine the structure of the neural network in this paper.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: section 2 describes the concept of the decision table and rough set theory, section 3 establishes neural network models based on rough set theory. The established model is applied to forecasting the incidence rate in section 4, and finally the conclusions are discussed in section 5.
Concept of the decision table and rough set theory
Definition 1 [6] [7] [8] : Decision table is an information knowledge expression system consisted by ( , , , ) X R V f , where X is the object set, R C D = ∪ is the property set, subset C and D are condition attribute set and decision attribute set respectively, r V V = ∪ is the set consisted by the attribute value, r V is the domain for attribute r , : f X R V × → is the information function, which specify attribute values for each object for X , D ≠ ∅ . In this paper, we only considering the decision table with single decision attribute, and its  general form is shown in table 1, among them,   1 2 
where| | X the element number of X , _( ) k P X is the approximation set of subset k X under the equivalence relation P , 0 
where P and Q have same meaning with definition 3. If the importance of an attribute is zero, which can show when removing this attribute the compatibility degree of the decision table will not change, namely this property is redundant.
Neural network models established based on rough set theory
Aim to incidence rate prediction, the amount of predictors is the nonlinear functions of influencing factors, so when establishing forecasting model, we should determine the appropriate input variables and the input-output nonlinear function. For the nonlinear function defined in a bounded area, if we divided the input space into several areas, and made each portion of the function is convex function, then we can use these convex function forms to fit the anti-derivative. If we can try to reduce the number of such a division area, we still can obtain a concise fitting form. Approach to the nonlinear function, if we first appropriate division the output space, then decided the input space division by those divisions, that the function determine of each area are on convex functions. Set the nonlinear function in the interval [ , ] a b in graph 1 as an example, 1 y and 3 y were the minimum and maximum of the function, the point 1 y of the output space confirmed three points 1 x , 2 x and of the input space, and the corresponding relations between the intervals as follows:
[ , ) [ , ) [ , ) [ , ] [ , ) [ , ) [ 
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Each of these interval are all correspondingly determined a convex function, and for these given division of the output space, the number of the corresponding interval is the minimum. These corresponding intervals can be seeing as the characterization information of the nonlinear function structure. Figure 1 .
Output space partition producing input space partition for nonlinear function. According to the above analysis, when establishing multidimensional models on the known data sample, how to choose the least and the most effective variables division, and determine the least corresponding relations will be the key resolving problems after made the division of the output space. Based on the rough set theory, we using the continuous variable discretization algorithm to select the input variables division, and using the reduction algorithm of decision table obtain the reasoning rules set, these reasoning rules set is the least corresponding area which represent the corresponding relations between the output space division and the original data.
The procedure of the proposed neural network incidence rate prediction model based on the rough set theory in this paper is as follows:
• Construct the decision table on the incidence rate of history data and related information historical data.
• Initialization, set 2 n = .
• Discriminating the decision table according to the decision attribute variables into n regions.
• Choose condition attribute variables and the breakpoint (point) based on the rough set breakpoints importance discretization algorithm [6] [7] [8] , and calculating the consistence degree, when the consistence degree is 1 or no longer increases, then the choose process end.
• Construct new decision table by choose condition attribute variables and their sample discrete values, and reduction, and obtain reasoning rules set [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] .
• Using the reasoning rules set establishing neural network model.
• Training several times for the neural network.
• If the fitting error of the neural network satisfied the requirements, then end; otherwise increase n , turn step 3). Approach to the above modeling steps, step 3) is very important, although as long as the output of space points fine enough in theory, we can get the hope input space division, but this can inevitable led to excessive area corresponding, and make the final network structure too complex, affects the generalization ability, therefore, how to division the output space to make the resulting regional corresponding number at least is the problem worth further research. Inspired by the example of figure 1, we using the method of frequency in this paper to division the output space. Set the number of sample data set is N , divided it into n small zones. We first division the sample data from childhood in this article, then choose the cent point in turn, make the number of the fall sample data of each interval is / N n . In step 7), we use the BP learning algorithm with momentum as the learning algorithm of the neural network.
Performance Analysis
In this paper, approach to the short-term prediction model of the incidence rate analysis and modeling, we only discuss the biggest incidence rate prediction model modeling for an example. The original data is obtained from Qinghai Haixizhou first people's hospital, incidence rate data and meteorological data from January 2003 to December 2009. When modeling we take the data between January 2003 and December 2008, including month biggest incidence rate, average temperature, average monthly air pressure, average humidity. When establishing the initial decision table, we set the biggest prediction month incidence rate as the decision attribute variables, and select average temperature, average month air pressure and month average humidity of the prediction month as the condition attribute variables, the number of the decision attribute variables is 1, the number of the condition attributes variables is12, all attributes in the decision table are continuous attributes.
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First of all, we set 2 n = and division the decision attribute variables, based on this division through the rough set discretization algorithm we choose 4 condition attribute variables, the results are listed in table 2. By these four properties we can obtain a new decision table, and calculate the consistency degree (see definition 3) is 1, further calculate the importance of these four attributes (see definition 4), the results are also listed in table 2. At this time, because the importance of each attribute is not equal to zero, so each attribute is not redundant.
After reduction, we get five rules, and we can determine the structure of the neural network by these rules, that the number of input variables is 4, the number of the hidden layer of neurons is 5, each reasoning rules corresponding to a hidden layer and a neurons connected weight. Finally, we using the original historical data to train the network, and set the learning times as 1000, the learning curve is shown in figure 2 . The study result is shown in table 3, and at this time, the fitting precision of the neural network is more ideal, and the modeling process is over.
From the above results, we can concluded that although the first choice of the input variables is 12, but through the rough set theory analysis only retained 4 variables as final input values, and based on the rough set theory analysis results, and the constructed neural network has more reasonable coverage for the input variable space, making the learning process and learning results of the network all ideal. Figure 2 . Learning curve of rough set neural networks. For comparison, according to the above data, we using the Sugeno fuzzy forecasting model in reference [2] [3] [4] , first select the 3 variables which related to the biggest month calculation: average temperature of the prior month, average pressure and average humidity, and use 1 2 3 ( , , ) u u u as the corresponding property variable, and also as the fuzzy reasoning if-then former domain. And controlling the fuzzy reasoning rules and input variables by the corresponding 2 tolerances ρ , the number of rules different, and the input variables of the corresponding number is also different, that are all more than the method in the paper. Due to minority input variables nonlinear, other variables is in linear form, so the nonlinear recognition and fitting ability between input and output relationship is limited, the above results showed this point.
Conclusion
Due to many factors influenced the accuracy of short-term incidence rate prediction, how to determine the model's input variables and the structure of the network is very important when establishing neural network model, the proposed method based on the rough set theory in this paper is an effective method to solve this problem, its features are as follows: a) Determine the input variables of the prediction model through the history sample data, which can avoid the blindness; b) Determine the structure of the set the neural network through the reasoning rules taken from data samples, the model is explicable;
c) The whole modeling process can be completed by the algorithm, which is feasible for practical application.
